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We all have seen the makeup tutorial videos and step by step instruction guides that are supposed teach
us how to give our skin a radiant glow with one of the world’s most obsessed beauty product, highlighter.
Highlighter is a product that is to be put on the nose, center of forehead, and right on top of the cheekbones.
While many professional makeup artists can just simply put the product on their face and automatically have
that perfect shine, many makeup lovers are struggling to figure out what technique they did. Turns out, it may
not be as much of a technique as what they are buying that is incorrect. Today you will learn about what
products to use and combine to enhance your inner radiance.
Radiance Drops - Rainforest of the Sea™ Collection
This moisturizer is an incredible way to naturally have that light, dewy look
for 32 dollars. To use it is simple: Shake the bottle to spread the tiny,
pearl-like minerals throughout the bottle so you get the proper amount of oil
and minerals. After shaking the bottle, simply get some of the product inside
of the dispenser and unscrew the cap. It is smart to give around 3 to 4 drops
to the entire face. To get even more of a bright and refreshed face, simply
follow these step but apply your daily makeup on top of it. It enhances the
quality of highlighters and can be purchased from many makeup sites such
as Sephora.
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INVISIBLE GLOW POWDER HIGHLIGHTER
This product works so well and is made in different tones to match
every skin color. There are 4 total colors and each ihlighter retails for
28 dollars and tax depending on location. Simply swipe your
highlighting brush into the powder and apply as you would for any
other highlighter. This product leaves the perfect shine without looking
cakey or glittery. It is one of the most pigmented highlighters that I
have ever tried and it lasts for months and months! It can be
purchased from many makeup retailers or directly from the  Bare

Minerals website. On their website, there was an overall rating of 4.2 stars out of 5 which makes this
product highly desirable.
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184 Duo Fibre Fan Brush
Mac's 25 dollar highlighting brush is amazing and works like magic. Swipe
the brush on your highlighter and apply. You may want to rub the brush
on and around the spots you applied the product to just to blend the
minerals of your highlighter into your skin for the perfect, instagram
#nofilter worthy look.
@Beaverl
“So soft and light, does a great job at highlighting and taking off extra
powder etc. I have some really creamy and intense shimmery
highlighters/blushes and it'd be too much with regular brushes, this goes
like a dream with them. It also helps to swipe off or fix any excessive powder after makeup to lessen the
cakey look.”
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When the prices of these high rated beauty products total, it comes to 85 dollars. All of
these items combined will make a perfect, polished, glow. Once you do your highlighter with
these makeup bag must-haves, we can guarantee that it will look much nicer than it ever has
before!
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